
Tri-State 2 Meter Net
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This preamble is for any potential Net Control operator hosting the Tri-State 2 Meter
Net, which meets Wed/Fri at 8:00PM. This is not an exact script, and Net Control

operators are encouraged to adapt it to fit their style.

All Net Control operators are encouraged to have a list of upcoming nets & events and
are encouraged to share them throughout the net, as well as document any new

events shared to the Net.

With the addition of Echolink and Allstar, Net Control operators are encouraged to 
(1) open Echolink on their phone or PC, and (2) open the Supermon page for

AllStarLink at http://kg4dve.atcs.network:8085/supermon/link.php?nodes=49608 to
see if any other repeaters are connected & include them to the net. (Note: KG4DVE-R
is the Echolink hub and is permanently connected to the KG4DVE-L link hosted on the

AllStarLink node)

(BEFORE NET: Announce starting of net as desired (I.E. 30, 15, and 5 minute
intervals. This gains users attention as well as notifies anyone in attendance

that a Net Control operator is present)

Prior to starting the net: This is (callsign) is there a Net Control operator tonight?
(Repeat twice if possible)

START OF NET

CQ, CQ, this is (call sign) calling the Tri-State 2-Meter Net into session. My name is
(your name), I am in (location) and I will be your Net Control operator for tonight. This

net is sponsored by the River Cities Amateur Radio Association, and meets on
Wednesdays and Fridays at 8:00PM. The net meets on the KG4DVE repeater,
frequency 146.940 with a negative offset and a PL of 107.2 Hz. The repeater is

located on Tarpin Ridge in Boyd County, KY. This net may also be connected to other
repeaters utilizing Allstar or Echolink connectivity. 

Following FCC rules, this net will yield to emergency traffic at any time during the Net
Meeting. All traffic during the Net Meeting will be directed through Net Control. When

you are asked to check-in, please state your call sign slowly, and phonetically,
followed by your first name, and if you have any announcements for the net. After the
check-in process, each station will then have a chance to make an comment or ask a

http://kg4dve.atcs.network:8085/supermon/link.php?nodes=49608


question. Additional stations and re-checks will then be acknowledged by Net Control.

This is (call sign) hosting the Tri-State 2-Meter Net. Due to the possibility of other
repeaters being linked in, when checking in, please wait at least 1 to 2 seconds before

speaking, to allow all connected repeaters to key up. This will prevent your traffic
being cut off.

Before we begin, is there any station with emergency or priority traffic for the net? If
so, please call now. (Wait and deal accordingly)

At any time, if a station has an emergency, you may interrupt the net with a double
break followed by the word “Emergency” and you will be assisted accordingly. 

At this time, we will now begin taking check in's. First, we will take check-in's from
short time, mobile, or Echolink stations. Any stations that are short of time, mobile, or

on Echolink, please call now. (Acknowledge and list as received. Recall list of
short-time stations for comment as necessary)

We will now take check-in's from anywhere using the KG4DVE repeater. Any stations
using the KG4DVE repeater, please call now. (Acknowledge and list as received)

(Refer to Supermon for other repeaters connected)

We will now take check-in's from other repeaters connected to the KG4DVE repeater.
We will start with (repeater call sign). Any stations using (repeater call sign) that
wish to check in, please call now. (Acknowledge and list as received. Repeat as

many times as needed)

We will now look for late check-in's from anywhere using any form of connectivity or
power. Any other stations wishing to check-in, please call now. (Acknowledge and

list as received. Repeat as many times as needed)

Before we continue, I would like to pass along upcoming event and net info to the net.
(Refer to list of nets, upcoming events, etc. which can be found on the

Facebook group)

We will now go back to the top of the list. (Recall stations that have checked in, allow
for comment or question and answer reasonably. You may allow them to contact

another user directly if they are able to assist with a question)

(After all stations have been recalled) We are at the bottom of the list. We are
looking for any other stations wishing to check in to tonight's 2-Meter net, please call



now. (Acknowledge and list as received, recall as needed.)

Before we close the net out, I would like to remind everyone of the next club meeting
on (date here) at 7:00PM at the Boyd EMS Station 1, 2758 Greenup Avenue in

Ashland. All members and non-members are invited to attend. If you are looking to
upgrade, or are listening and are interested in becoming a ham, our next test session

will be (date here) at 9:00AM at Boyd EMS Station 1, 2758 Greenup Avenue in
Ashland. More info can be found on our site at http://www.rcara.net/

At this time, I will do one final call for check-ins for tonight's net. Any stations wishing
to check in before we close, please call now. (Acknowledge and recall as needed)

I would like to thank everyone for checking in to tonight's Tri-State 2-Meter Net. We
had a total of __ check-in's for tonights net. I would also like to thank the owners and
trustees of any repeaters that joined us for tonight's net, feel free to join us any time.

At this time, I am now closing the net at (time here) and turn this repeater & any
others connected back to normal amateur use. Good evening to everyone, this is (call

sign) clear.

http://www.rcara.net/

